Coffins and Caskets
Choosing an appropriate coffin or casket which means something to you will help with the bereavement
process and it is an important but necessary part of your funeral arrangement.
We have many different options available each offering a unique set of features, but before choosing it is
perhaps worth taking a look back at the life of your loved one as this may point to the type of coffin or
casket that would best represent their unique life. Were they for instance interested in the environment?
Or perhaps they had a love of their garden or were a lifelong supporter of a football club, or maybe they
were a very traditional person that liked things just so.

Traditional Coffins

Our range of traditional coffins covers many styles and materials, from standard styles of coffins and
caskets in solid or veneered wood to more elaborate styles with intricate panelled sides and raised lids.

every second,

Picture Coffins

A picture paints a thousand words. Reflections is a range of picture coffins that can showcase picture
quality images on the coffin. These images can be of absolutely anything, for example a collage of images of
your loved one’s life, a theme dedicated to the football club supported or a favourite place or hobby your
loved one liked. A picture coffin really shows the uniqueness of your loved one’s life.

TheCountryRange

“I miss you all the time,

every minute, every day.
I just want to say goodbye”
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A selection of alternative coffins and caskets made from materials such as Bamboo, Wicker, Wool and
Seagrass. Offering an environmental feel to the funeral and due to the nature of the materials used can
appear to be a ‘softer’ option than a traditional wood coffin.

Caskets

A range of exceptional quality ‘American Style’ caskets.The caskets come from Aurora.All these wonderfully
crafted caskets come fully fitted both inside and out, and offer a special place to lay a loved one to rest.
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Traditional Coffins

The Homewood Simple Funeral Service

The Homewood Standard Funeral Service

A dignified but limited service that meets all the requirements of the NAFD Basic Funeral service.

Provides a dignified funeral with a greater degree of choice for a fixed price. It also enables clients to select
elements from our list of optional additional services.

Newcastle
Cambridge

An Oak veneer style coffin with
veneered matching moulds.

An Elm effect Coffin with matching
moulds.

Islay
An Oak style veneer coffin with a light
Teak polish.

Norwich
A Mahogany effect Coffin with
matching moulds.

Ipswich
Elm effect raised lid coffin.
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The Homewood Traditional Funeral Service
An extensive dignified service, including our hearse, limousine and necessary staff at a day and time of your
choosing, subject to the availability of third party services.

Guildford
A traditionally crafted, semi solid Light
Oak coffin, with shaped feature panels
to the sides and ends. With a high raised
lid and gloss finish, this classic coffin can
be fitted with handles suitable for either
cremation or for burial.

theCountryRange
Oxford
A traditionally crafted, semi solid Golden
Teak coffin, with shaped feature panels
to the sides and ends. With a high raised
lid and gloss finish, this classic coffin can
be fitted with handles suitable for either
cremation or for burial.
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Chestnut Willow Traditional

Cardboard Green Coffin

Willow canes are from fast growing trees,

A simple, plain cardboard coffin

coppice grown on a two or three year cycle.

manufactured from recycled

The canes are sustainable

cardboard.

and benefit the local ecology
and the environment in

Cardboard Economy Coffin

general.

A simple, plain cardboard coffin

Chestnut Casket...

manufactured from recycled cardboard.

Brighton
A traditional shaped coffin, specially

Daisy Traditional Gold Wicker

designed to be readily biodegradable.

Wicker coffins are 100% biodegradable and

Using high quality European Pine, polished

are constructed with a soft albasia frame

with a water based natural polish

and either a golden or grey

Woodland Coffin

wicker weave outer.

A classic veneered Oak Woodland Coffin
with biodegradable handles and interior.

TM

Suitable for cremation and all types of

* Flowers not included

burial.
Also available in Grey Wicker

Bamboo

Throughout this guide you will see the Tree Tribute logo next to a wide
range of products. If you purchase one of the products showing a tree tribute
logo then a deciduous native sapling tree will be planted on your behalf.

A traditionally shaped bamboo coffin which is

We also offer a Woodland Memorial Pack which consists of three saplings,
rabbit guards, a wood marker and a name plate suitable for engraving.

tasteful and naturally beautiful. Can
be interwoven with flowers

Woodland Memorial Pack

and foliage too.

Includes three quality deciduous sapling trees,
rabbit guards, wood marker and engraved plate.

Bamboo Casket...
tree
tribute
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Natural Legacy Woollen Coffins
Natural Legacy offers a contemporary style with comfortable handling. Each coffin or ash casket is
completed with a personalised hand embroidered woollen name plate.

Greener Goodbyes® is a service which is designed
to offer a simple way to make your funeral
greener by making a positive difference to the
environment.

Natural Woollen Coffin
The Natural coffin is made in Yorkshire using pure new wool, supported
on a strong recycled cardboard frame. Wool is a fibre with a true “green”
lineage that is both sustainable and biodegradable. The interior is
generously lined with organic cotton and attractively edged with jute,

Greener Goodbyes is the only service which
exists to help all people have a ‘greener’
funeral in a cost effective and simple manner.
It is compatible with all funeral arrangements,
be it traditional, a woodland burial or
cremation.

with embroidered woollen nameplate. Available in Natural or Russet.

Available in Natural (White) or Limestone (Grey).

Having a Greener Goodbye is accomplished
in three simple steps..

Step 1:

Leaving a Natural Memorial
Greener Goodbyes offers three Natural Memorial
Options including tree planting or tree donation. To
view the Natural Memorial Options

Step 2:

Rebalance the carbon emissions
associated with your funeral
In partnership with Groundwork UK Greener
Goodbyes rebalance’s the CO2 generated by your
funeral over a 2 to 3 year period.

Step 3:

* Flowers not included

Leave a Community Legacy
Through education and support we can help families
and individuals reduce energy costs and mitigate
fuel poverty.

Ashes to match personalised with an embroidered name plate.
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Solid Wood Caskets
Premier
A solid Mahogany casket polished to high
gloss finish, comes with matching wood
bar handles and a half top opening lid. This
superb casket comes with a memorial
record tube and a wonderful velvet interior.

Regent
A solid Poplar casket with rich
dark Oak finish; comes with matching
wood bar handles with classic
reflective metal fitments, a half top
opening lid, decorative corner panels
and a wonderful velvet interior.

Essence
A solid wood casket in elegant
white, which comes with a
matching handle bar, a half top
opening lid, and a wonderful
delicate interior. A truly
wonderful casket.
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Metal Caskets

Solid English Caskets
Rose De La Paix
A polished white and pink two tone
casket featuring decorative handle
supports and a decorative lid panel.
This casket comes with a memorial
record tube and a wonderful velvet
interior.

Liberty Blue
A superbly coloured blue metal
casket featuring sliver coloured
corner panels, bar handles and split
lid. This casket comes with
a memorial record tube
and a wonderful delicate
herringbone interior.

Majestic Bronze
Our premier casket made using 48oz
solid bronze and coated in a 14 karat
gold plated finish. Complete with
matching handles, the casket has a
hermetically sealing lid with a
locking key. The interior is pearl
velvet an comes complete with
an adjustable bed.
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The Buckingham
A superior solid Mahogany style hardwood
casket with decorative panels to the sides
and ends, fluted corner pillars and split swing
statesmen raised lid. This handsome casket
is polished in a medium Mahogany high
gloss finish and is shown here with Casket
handles.

Canterbury
A solid Oak casket with decorative
panels to the sides, feature corner
pillars and a swing raised lid.
F.S.C. Oak may be specified if
required..

Windsor
An attractive Mahogany style veneer
casket with fluted decorative corner
pillars and statesmen raised swing lid.
Polished in a medium Mahogany, to a
high gloss finish.
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Personalised picture coffins

Reflections® personalised design service
Everyone in life is unique, and a picture coffin can reflect the individual qualities of the person who has
passed away. In addition to our standard range of coffins and caskets, we are pleased to showcase the
Reflections® range of picture coffins.
Every picture coffin can be unique and designed to truly reflect the personality of the deceased person.
Personal images can be used in the design which could include images of the life and times of your
loved one or perhaps images of their favourite place or hobby. With a Reflections® picture coffin anything
is possible.

FSC certified products are indicated by use of the FSC ticktree alongside the product. The Forest Stewardship Council (FSC)
certification guarantees that the wood we use comes from trees grown in responsibly managed forests and other controlled
sources
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Sporting

Spring Blossom

Life

For many of us sport can
become a passionate cornerstone of our lives, manifesting
itself in a life long dedication
to a particular team. Many of
the requests that utilise our
personalised service reflect a
special memory. Sporting and
team coffins remain some of

our most popular designs.
Through flags and motifs we
can reference national teams
and in the event of wanting to
include a specific club, our
designers, wherever possible,
can liaise to secure the
permission to do so.

Back Of The Net
Poppies

New
Floral

Tributes

Floral tributes have a long
association with funeral
arrangements and as such it
is not surprising that picture
coffins that utilise flowers in
their design have become a
popular choice. These floral
designs offer a softer, more
colourful alternative to a
traditional wood coffin and

can hold special significance.
Poppies are well known for their
link to remembrance, while
daffodils can signify re-birth and
renewal.

Steeplechase

Bluebells
The 18th Hole
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That

Sailing

Somewhere

Special

Landscape views and vistas
often conjure up very emotive
feelings, which resonate with
certain periods in people’s
personal history. For this reason
a landscape inspired picture
coffin can conjure up memories
of a loved one’s past, perhaps
displaying a place that held

special meaning for them, or
a location where they enjoyed
spending time. Our team can
recreate panoramas that wrap
around the sides of the coffin
from photographs supplied;
or if it is a well known location,
we can source the images on
your behalf.

Highlands

Locomotion

Words
We Are

Passionate

People

As with sports, pastimes and
leisure activities can become
a defining aspect of people’s
lives. Be it painting, fishing
or gardening, we can create
a picture coffin that utilises
photographs supplied. If the

deceased rode a particular
motorbike, or sailed a particular
vessel, we are happy to create
a design that incorporates
the right imagery for a truly
personalised picture coffin.

to

Remember

Many of our customers like to
include poetry, readings, song
lyrics or their own writing on
the coffin design for a more
sentimental and personal
touch. They may represent
a favourite piece of prose or
express an emotion or sentiment
that celebrates the life of your
loved one.

The text can be laid over or
combined into any design
and can give an additional
level of meaning to your
personalised picture coffin. We
have illustrated a few popular
choices below, but you can add
anything you like to almost any
image.

The Caterpillar

Candle On Water

Flowers On Marble

“What the caterpillar calls the
end of the world, the master
calls a butterfly.”
- Richard Bach

“For death is no more than a
turning of us over from time to
eternity.”
- William Penn

“We cannot banish dangers, but
we can banish fears. We must
not demean life by standing in
awe of death.”
- David Sarnoff

In the Garden
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The Compton
Manufactured in solid Paulownia or
solid Oak.

The Cuthbert
Manufactured in solid Paulownia or
solid/veneered Oak.

The Oswald
Manufactured in solid Paulownia or
solid/veneered Oak.

Reflections Caskets
Choose from our extensive range

Picture Scatter Tubes £40
Choose from a selection of different
designs or create your own bespoke
scatter tube.
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